Abstract. In this paper, Let A be a nonempty subset of {1, 2, ..., n} of positive integers. A is r-relatively prime if greatest r th power common divisor of elements of A is 1. In this case we write gcd r (A) = 1. A is r-relatively prime to n if greatest r th power common divisor of elements of A and n is 1. It is denoted as gcd r (A ∪ {n}) = 1.
Introduction
A nonempty set A ⊆ {1, 2, ..., n} of positive integers is said to be relatively prime if gcd of elements of A is 1, and that A is relatively prime to n if gcd of elements of A and n is 1. A is r-relatively prime if greatest r th power common divisor of elements of A is 1. In this case we write gcd r (A) = 1. A is r-relatively prime to n if greatest r th power common divisor of elements of A and n is 1. It is denoted as gcd r (A ∪ {n}) = 1. 
Preliminaries
In [1] we obtained
In [2] we obtained
In [3] we proved that 
By Mobius inversion formula ,we get
Which proves (i).
(ii) We note that the correspondence A → 1 d r A preserves the cardinality and using an argument similar in part (i) we have
Using the generalized mobius inversion formula we have
which proves (ii).
Main results
Theorem 2. We have
Proof. (i) From Lemma(1) and equation (2), we get
(ii) From Lemma(1) and equation (3), we get
(by equation (1)). Which proves (ii). k (m, n) be the number of sets in U (r) (m, n) of cardinality k , then
(By equations (2) and (6)
which proves (i).
(ii) We have
(By equations (3) and (7)
Asymptotic Estimates for Φ (r) ([1, m] , n) and Φ 
As for the lower bound we have 
